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A premonition.
-

A premonition.

In-the future there will be a monopoly on thoughts. Nearly everything is guided by a level of
empirical research which codiﬁes human reactions, decisions, motivation and opinions.
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It was getting late, and the engineer had only just begun the ﬁrst round of tests. Slowly the
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achievement, but have a physical object to illustrate the future of his ascending business.

It was getting late, and the engineer had only just begun the ﬁrst round of tests. Slowly the
wax melted down, and ﬂowed into the machine. Colours representing different markets of
thought, red for pleasure, yellow for fear, purple for indecision, and many more variations. The
machine was purring, each chamber was working, ﬁlling up with the correct amount of wax to
indicate the distribution of thoughts to different parts of the industrial and business sectors,
more or less thoughts could be added to simulate future scenarios and predict speciﬁc needs,
and proﬁts. The heat generated from the apparatus billowed over the engineer, it was late and
he was exhausted. He sat momentarily, and admired the colossal chrome plated creation. He
wondered if it beared any real resemblance to the collective thought of the billions of ideas it
represented.
The engineer was woken by a cry. His vision took a while to focus, but when it did, it revealed
a destructive scene. Gone were the neat lines, the geometric ﬂows of rainbow coloured wax,
the ﬂuid representations of thought. The entrepreneur was visibly shaken, and above him a
towered a mass of brown wax, dripping, and squelching, stalagmites formed where there was
no vessel, no indication of reason, and covered over the machines control panel. It looked like
a mass of uncontrollable life and a little bit like chocolate.
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